A survey taken following the workshop yielded overwhelmingly positive results.

"100% of students who responded to the survey said they would recommend the Student Leadership Development Workshop to a colleague."
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The primary goal of this event was to provide an opportunity for pharmacy students to build upon critical skills utilized in effective leadership.

In addition, students were provided an opportunity to learn from local pharmacy leaders and collaborate with other area pharmacy students.

Where to start? Identify leaders from your local Societies of Health-Systems Pharmacy who would be willing to facilitate the event.

What you’ll need: All necessary materials to conduct the Workshop are available on ASHP.org through the member center.

Next Steps:

Consider joining forces with another SSHP! This will enable your members to build on leadership and network at the same. Pick a date and time, allowing 2-2½ hours for the event. Limit attendance to a reasonable size to encourage maximal participation.

Promote your event!

Building Local Leaders Across State Lines

This was a coordinated event between the University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Pharmacy and the University of Kansas School of Pharmacy.